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LET’S BEGIN WITH A SHORT VIDEO…
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HOW EVERYTHING STARTED
 Six people in a secluded place in North Carolina…
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VALUES FIRST
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 A grass roots approach…
HUMETRICSHSS PILOT PROJECT
 Run targeted, interactive workshops to refine and validate a value-based 
frameworks of indicators for HSS scholarship
 Establish broad engagement with the academic, scholarly communication, 
and metrics communities
 Test the framework against a corpora of underrewarded/underrepresented 
scholarly outputs 
 Develop a prototype app for a semi-automatic extraction of indicators
 Funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
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STAY IN TOUCH!
humetricshss.org
@humetricshss
…or send me a message!
Simone Sacchi - LIBER
simone.sacchi@kb.nl
@simosacchi
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THANK YOU!
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